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patient presents to the testing current is the 
same as that presented to the treatment current. 
Then it is clear that if E'l‘est bears a constant 
functional relationship to Ema, ITest will have 
the same functional relationship to I'I‘reat; that is, 
the ratio of ITest to ITreat will equal the ratio of 
E’I'est to E'I‘reat for all values of voltage and patient 
resistance. , 

It is convenient to make the relationship of 
Emu to ETreat as nearly linear as practicable; 
that is, so that the variation in the power sup 
plied by control device 2 will vary both ETest 
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treatment of mental diseases that the resistance 
measured with a low value of current was not 
the effective resistance during treatment. No 
explanation of this was given, and, in fact, the 
opinion of experts in the art was that it was 
impossible to predict the effective value of patient 

_ resistance to the treatment current. Applicant 

10 

and Efl‘reat by the same ratio. In whatfollowsit will be assumed that such a linear relation holds. a 

A small deviation from linearity will, ingeneral, 
give slight and insigni?cant changes ‘in' the re-‘ 
sults. Y . 

A simple illustration of the above principlevisu 

15-. . . . 

- - ment voltage is applied apparently 1s due to the 
-- ‘ vchange in ‘the polarizable nature of the tissues 

illustrated in Fig. 2. Here the power is derived- ~ - 
from an alternating current supply, and a vari 
able autotransformer is therefore used at 2. 3 
and A are replaced by a tapped transformer ll. 
I-Iere»5the treatment voltage is supplied by the 
full secondary of II; thatis, the voltage be 
tween points‘ [2 and I3. ‘The testing current, on 
the other hand, is supplied by the voltage be 
tween l2 and the secondary tap l4; thus sup 
plying a smaller alternating current voltage for 
testing.-~ Meter 8>is now an alternating current 
milliammeter I 5; meter I6 in place of meter I0 
is a similar meter, but of higher range. The 
switches‘! and 9 are replaced by a double throw 
switch 11.’ when this is thrown to contact l8, 
the'rtesting circuit is connected to the electrodes 

‘ 5 andB and’ when at [9, the treatment circuit 
is connected to the electrodes. 
Adjustable resistors 20 and 2| are introduced 

respectively into the testing and treatment cir 
cuits. The relative values of these are adjusted 
so thatthe total internal resistance in the two' 
circuits is as nearly identical as‘ possible. These 
resistors also have another function; by intro 
ducing the resistor 2| intothe treatment circuit, 
and having said resistor large as compared with 
the effective patient resistance which will be in~ 
sertejd between electrodes 5 and 6, the effect of 
small variations in said patient resistance is mini 
miz‘ed. ‘ ' - ~ - 7 

Because of the linear relationship‘ between the 
test and treat voltages, the treatment current will 
always bear the same relationship to the test 
current. The test current meter may, therefore, 
be calibrated not in terms of the actual test cur 
rent ?owing, but rather in terms of the treatment 
current which will flow. That is, it will be cali 
brated to read 

ETreat 
ETc-t X 1TB“ 

Then when the switch I‘! is turned to point 
I8 for testing, the variable transformer 2 may 
be adjusted until meter l5 reads the desired 
value of treatment current. Throwing switch I? 
to l9 then will apply this actual treatment cur 
rent through the electrodes. Thus, it is seen that 
the. voltage is adjusted to the proper'value as 
would be determined by application of Ohm’s 
law, but no actual calculation is necessary. This 
is taken care of automatically by the construc 
tion of the, apparatus. 
The use of the ‘apparatus of Fig. 2 assumes 

that the resistance of the patient to the power 
line frequency is the same for the testing cur 
rent as for the treatment current. _It was, how 
ever, ‘discovered early in the art of electric shock 
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has, however, discovered a means for predicting 
the effective rsistance of the patient to the treat; 
ment current before application of said current. 
This then allows the voltage to be set to the 
proper value to give the desired value of treat 

v;1_nent_ current. V 
-; .;Applicant has discovered that the apparent 
changein the patient’s resistance when the treat 

through ‘which the current flows. Referring to 
Fig.’ 3, the normal tissue may be considered 
roughly equivalent to a condenser 22, shunted by 
a resistor 23, the whole being in series with an 
other resistor 24. The two terminals 25 and 26 
represent the points of application of therelec 
trodes with which these electrical characteris 
tics are measured. For low frequencies such as 60 
cycles per second, and for low intensities of cur 
rent, the effective reactance of 22 is large, as is 
the resistance 23, as compared with the'resist 
ance 24. Representative values would be 22 
equals 1/2 microfarad, or approximately 5200 ohms 
reactance. .Resistance 23 equals'approximately 
1000 ohms. Resistance 24 equals approximately 
120 ohms. . -. . _ ‘ 

It will thus be seen that at frequencies of the 
order of 60 cycles, almost all the voltage drop 
is a result of the parallel combination of 22 and 
23. 
rent is applied, this excites the tissue under the 
electrodes, and results in a substantially com 
plete short circuit of condenser 22.. This may 
beI-repres‘ented ‘as resistor 23 falling to a ,very 
low value, approximately 80 ohms'.. Thus re 
sistance-24 is most‘ effective in limiting the value 
of! the treatment current, while resistance 23 also 
has some effect. ' 
Applicant has also discovered a method of pre 

dicting. the change. This is accomplished by 
measuring the resistance not with the low fre 
quency current to be used in treatment, but rather 
with a relatively high frequency current; If the 
frequency is high enough, it will evidently go 
through condenser 22 almost unimpeded, and 
the effective resistance measured would be that 
of resistor 24 alone. .If' a somewhat lower fre 
quency is used, condenser 22 will stillpresent 
some'reactance, and the frequency may beia‘d 
.l'usted so that the'effective impedance is that pre 
sented during treatment; that is, the impedance 

' of 22 and 23 in parallel should add approximate 
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ly 80 ohms to the total impedance presented be 
tween terminals 25 and 26. This is accomplished 
by'using. a frequency of approximately 7000'cycles 
per second for the testing current. The frequency 
used is, however, not at all critical, especially in 
the circuit used in which a resistor is placed in 
series with the patient, similar to resistance 2| 
of Fig. ‘2. This is described in greater detail 
below. ' ' ‘ ‘ * 

This principle of using a high frequencycuri 
rent for testing the patient’s resistance could be 
employed by using ordinary resistance measure 
ments for determination of this high frequency 
resistance, subsequentlyv adjusting the treatment 
voltage,‘ as determined byzapplication of Ohm’s 
law. However, a more convenient methodisf the 

I-Iowever; when the intense treatment cur-v 
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vapplicatior-r of» a~~ circuit Jsimi-lan tolvth-at of’Fig; 1. 

To employ this- principle with this»- circuit‘: thus eliminate the-needlor-‘calcr?ationa devices 
may consist; of» an" oscillator-generating‘! the» de- ‘ 
sired frequency for~testingz~ as above-stated; ap-» 
proximately‘ 7000' cycles per second-:- The~>volt~ 
age supply of; thisoscillator-is derivedklfrom‘volt 
age control-device Z=-so~- that voltage-at the: test 
frequency isproportionahtothewoltagessuppliedv 

Device -4 k may‘ thenvv be a; transformer» to - 
change the power-1 input voltage *to the‘ desired‘ 
voltage. A-meter capable ~of=-responding~ ta high 
frequency- test currents oflsmal-l amplitude islused ‘ 
at 8, whereas-anordinary A>.-C'.“ ammeterr or mil» 

by- 2-. 

liammeter-may beused-at I 01; As described ‘above; 
the internal; resistance of; the-test‘ and: treat cir 
cuits ‘must be adjusted-to equality. Thismay 
beaccomplished by having“ resistors in devices 3‘ 
and 4* for making»suchgadjustment;rthis is-ex 
plained in greater: detail below». Meter 'Semay 
again be calibrated to - read} the- treatment cur 
rent directly so that-~in-‘use1the electrodes-Stand 
6*v may‘ he placedlon, the patientand- control-2' 
adjusted so-that‘with- ‘F closed-"8F Will-Iread the 
desired treatment-l current; on opening l" and 
closing 9,; the treatment current Wi-lPth?n?ow 
through- the patient? ‘ 
The wiring diagram of a complete instrument 

Ahyoltmeten 4t isconnecteditbai‘ead the volte 
age» existing across. the; .treatmentizelectrodes; it. 
maybe used'to register the value, offthe applied 
potential; 
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employing the principlesidescribedaboveis showni ~ 
in Fig. ‘i. Thisiillustrates aninstrument for pro~ 
viding known‘ current-oigthe power‘ line frequen 
cy,‘ for known intervals of‘timej through the- pa 
tient. The power‘ line current,‘ as for example 
115 volts sixty cycle alternating- current, is sup 
pliedat the terminals 21,18." The control device 
2' of Fig. 1 is here a-‘variableautotransformeriil. 
Thissllppliesv a, variable voltage to the primary 
30 “of transiiormer 31; The secondary ‘372 of i this 
transformer supplies the power“ for-the- treatment 
of the patient. v The power-for the testingcircuit 
is also derived from» the- secondary of‘ithis trans 
former. This is‘ a somewhat different-arrange 
ment than that shown inFig; l, thepowenbeing 
taken fromrthe secondary forthepurposesiof- uti-_- 
lizing the electrical‘ isolating-propertiesof trans 
former 3|. Followinggthepa-th- of the‘ treatment 
current, it is seen that-‘said‘icurrent-Inext ?ows 
through the contacts 33 of relay 34. This" relay 
is connected'to a timing circuit.‘ The. current 
thence flows throughth-ew coil 35iand contacts 
is, of- a magnetic over-loadl'lrelay; thence (when 
the treatment'switch 36~=is depressed-to “in” po 
sition) through one-set iofecontactssli?ae of-I ‘dou 
ble-pole-double-throw switch 36, thencevthrough 
resistor 31'; - thence ~ through alternating current 

' milliarnmeterd 38 ~;; thence; through» one set of“, con‘ 
tacts 39a, ofythe test switch 39;,4which1willi‘bein1 
the “out” - position; and‘ thence to; one treatment. 
electrode all‘: 

ground to the lower side of theasecondaryltz of 
transformer-‘3 I’. 

Overload‘ relay having co-ili 35§§and€ contacts .18; 
is designediso that-if a-current;exceedingrawprea 
determined amount '. ?owssthrough its- coil"; the 
magnetic pull developed‘ issuch-as to openuthe 
contacts 1-8; and; said relay‘ contacts will: not again 
be closeduntilthey~are~manuallyireset.“ The .con 
struction of such arel'ay iswelltknown-in electrical 
technology; Varying ~ portions'ofi‘ resistor‘ 42 are 
shunted‘ across coi1_-35>‘by= means oftswitch 43 ;~ in 
this ‘way ‘varying quantities of‘currentmay be loy 
passed around the coil "so that‘the relay willoper 
ate to open; thecircuit atlvarious, lclesiliedyaluesr 
e. g., 300, 500 or 700 milliamperes. 

The- return circuit is» through. 
“groundgu passing? from= electrode- 41; through. 
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A power supply unit? .l?'isuppli‘ese directscurrent“ 
power for0 operationwofther timer, ‘circuit: and: ‘or; 
the test ‘meter circuit; ltrconsistsx 0f‘='trans£0rmer ‘ 
46 ‘having ‘primary >411‘ connected‘racrossathe power: 
line, a-‘center-tapped? voltage, winding. 48'; 
a recti?er‘ ?lament: winding 49;“ and& a: heater 
current? winding >50i>for operating» the; heaters : of 
all other vacuumitub‘esdn the i. apparatus; The 
recti?er; 5| recti?estthei ‘ high voltage-r anda con 
denseri'iz smooths theécsciiliationsimthis voltage. 
Resistor 53 which i is», shunted? across_ the power 
supply allows theselection-aof proper-voltages for 
a timer tube 54;“ \ 
The‘operation‘of‘ ‘the timeeisias-ifollowsz the. 

coil ‘34' of theetimer- relayri‘sin- theepl'ate circuit 
of vacuum'tube" 54;- The-tcathode circuit. is; rea 
turned to a point1onmesistor -53~lsuzf?cientlyrposia 
tive that no plate current normally ?ows-.thrOugh 
coil 34'; Variable resistorqli?gwhi-chis constructed 
of i a‘ switch selectingaalnumber or ?xedzresistors, , 
is- connected .betweerrthe ‘grid .,of'5.4'sv andiground, 
the latter being also- thermostclnegative pointzrloi‘ 

testing; switch‘. 359: is power supply 45: 
pushed “in,” and): contact 39b; connects; con 
denser 56‘ to itheglpositive‘ side Orr-‘power; supply 
451“ When switch ‘39 is:released',i condensers5?irel 
mains charged: to this‘. voltage; . When treatment 
switch 36 is closed; condenser-s 55115; connected. 
through contactsilii?b to the-gridfofri54,bringing 
the latter to alpositive-glpotential, andzallowing 
plate- current‘ to now‘ through coil134l; Thiszrew 
sults in." the contacts-‘1331 closing; andvthusiclosesl 
the: treatment tcircuit. Condenser 56'. almostine 
stantane ously adischarges'througlr thejgridrcircuit : 
of 54 to a- pointzwhere its; voltage is equalto: 
the cathode ‘voltage.- of 54".: Itv subsequently 'dis—‘ 
charges more slowly throughlresistor 55, andieven 
tually the grid potential .oi"54ibecomessoclowithat 
the plate current is insufficient to energize the». 
coil‘ 34 and hold‘. contactsn33scloseda; They will 
then open, terminating;the;flowoil-treatment cur-r‘ 
rent. It will‘ be‘ seen thata greatrrange Qf'tirnes‘ 
maybe achievedtbyr varying the resistanceof; 55.“ 

It ‘will also beseen that the opening of switch 
36 will terminate the treatment imt-womanners: 
first, by causing-thetimerirelayr to open'pthrough. 
the‘ opening of-Y‘contacts, 36b; and‘ secondly,‘ by 
opening-"4 the. treatment currenti directly; ‘by the 
opening of the contactsof 350;. Thus; dual, con-‘ 
trol is had over-‘the flow of- the atreatmentccur 
rent, and‘! if‘! for any: reasonatheitimer did not; 
terminate‘ the treatment; at r the desired :time, ,it 
may be immediately terminated: by release of.‘ 
switch 36‘; " This prevents an overly'longrtreata 
ment which might occur if, for. ‘examplesthecon 
tacts of relay 33“should, stick. togethen; 

Another- ‘safety feature is that: when icontacts 
3611 are in the “out” position, theoutput o-f-the 
treatment circuit is short-circuited:v If"_th€l'l- for 
any reason the timer’ circuit "should stay closed,‘ 
without‘having the: treatment switchwpushed in; 
and autotransformer 29 should'b'e advanced to the 
point where appreciable voltage‘is developed by 
transformer 3|, a ‘large current will-?ow. through 
coil 35 of the overload-“relay; causing-item, open 
the circuit. This then-preventsth'e instrument 
from being-used when the timer-circuit 15511101331'3 
tive. - 

The, testing circuit 51’ consistso? oscillator tube 
58,1 transformer 59'; which has" a: tapped primary 
60; and’ secondary 61*; a plate blockl‘conde'nser 6'2; 
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" oscillatory 'circuitcondenser 63, grid leak 64, and 
condenser 65 and shunt feed. resistor 66. It will 
be seen that this is the familiar Hartley'oscil 
lator circuit, with the frequency approximately 
determined by the inductance of primary 60; and 
condenser 63. For the present purposes this is 
best adjusted to, approximately ‘7000 cycles per 
second. The secondary iii of the transformer '59 
is loaded by means of resistance 61; the purpose 
of this is to make this circuit have an almost pure 
resistive impedance, so that the resistance of the 
test and treat circuits may be equalized, as men 
tioned previously. As the plate voltage of 58, is 

\ supplied through resistor'66 from the secondary 
32 of treatment transformer 3|, said plate volt 
age will be nearly proportional to said treatment 
voltage. Likewise, the voltage appearing at the 
terminals of secondary 9| will alsobe closely pro 
portional to the voltage of said treatment trans 
former- Thus‘ the linear relationship between 
testing voltage and treatment voltage is preserved, 
as required. , 

Resistance 68 isinserted in series with the test 
ing voltage in order to maketthe resistance of 
the testing circuit equal to that of the treatment 
circuit. It thus is similar in function to resistance 
31 of the treatment circuit and will usually be 
of almost the same magnitude. Resistance 68 
performs another function: it provides a source 
of voltage drop proportional to the testing cur 
rent. Said voltage drop is measured by a Vacuum 
tube microammeter, to be described below, thus 
giving the magnitude of the testing current. 
The path of the testing current is as follows: 

when switch 39 is depressed the’testing voltage 
is induced in secondary 6! of transformer 59 by 
oscillator 51. The voltage developed across re 
sistance 61 causes a current to flow through the 
contacts 39a of switch 39; thence to patient elec 
trode 49, through the patient, through electrode 
All, thence to ground; thence through resistance 
68 and thence back to the'secondary 6! of trans 
former 59. ' ‘ 

The Vacuum tube microammeter 69 consists. of 
vacuum tube 19, a combination diode and triode. 
The bias voltage for said triode is furnished‘ by 
cathode resistor ‘H, which is" bypassed by con 
denser 12, The plate voltage for said triode is 
supplied through plate coupling resistor 13 from 
the positive side of power supply 45. It will be 
seen that the triode unit of ‘IO thus ampli?es the 
voltage appearing across resistor 68, due‘ to the 
passage of the current, and, said ampli?ed voltage 
appears across resistor 13, This voltage is cou 
pled into the diode circuit by means of condenser 
‘ill, The diode circuit consists of ?xed resistor 
15 and variable resistor 15 in series with D. C. 
microammeter '11; all being acrossthe cathode 
and diode plates of ‘iii. The alternating current 
voltage induced in this circuit through condenser 
14 causes a recti?ed current to flow through the 
diode circuit, giving a reading on microammeter 
‘i? closely proportional to the ‘amplitude of said 
alternating current, Vacuum tube microam 
meter 69 is calibrated so that its reading for a 
‘given testing current will correspond‘ to the» de 
sired value of treatment current. This is accom 
plished in thefollowingmanner: electrodes“) 
and ill may be short-circuited, or a resistance 
of the order of .magnitude of the patient’s resist 
ance may be placed between said electrodes.’ In 
either case, the testing switch 39a is momentarily 
depressed, in order to set the timer. > Sufficient 
resistance is introduced by, resistance 55 into 
the timer circuit‘ southat the timer will remain 
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8 
closed fora considerable length of time; for ex 
ample, 10 seconds. 
depressed causing treatment current to ?ow. Its 
magnitude is noted on milliammeter 38, and vari 
able transformer 29 is advanced until this cur 
rent is of some desired’ value; for example, 500 
milliamperes. Test switch 39 is now depressed, 
and assuming that the scale of microammeter 
T‘! has been calibrated to read the treatment cur 
rent directly, resistance 18 is adjusted until mi 
croammeter ‘i1 registers the same current as was 
registered on milliamrneter‘39. Now in use it is 
only necessary to ?rst press the test switch 39; 
adjust transformer 29 until microammeter 11 
reads the desired’current; then depress switch 
36, whereupon the desired treatment current will 
be giventhe patient. Thelength of the treat 

' ment is, of course, controlled by the timer; this 
is started when the treatment switch 36 is de 
pressed, and interrupts the current after the in 
terval pre-set by means of resistance 55. 

Resistance 31, which is in the treatment cir 
cuit, is variable and is, adjusted in the following 
manner: electrodes 49 and M are short-circuited, 
testing switch 39 depressed, and the variable 
transformer 29 adjusted so that some given read 
ing is registered on microammeter 11. The treat 
ment switch is now depressed, with testing switch 
having been released, and the treatment current 
read on milliammeter 39. The treat switch 36 
is now released, and a resistance introduced be 
tween electrodes 49‘ and 4|. This resistance may 
be of the order of magnitude of the patient’s re 
sistance. The above procedure is again carried 
out, the microammeter 'l'i being brought to the 
same reading as before by adjusting 29, and the 
reading of 38 is again noted. When the adjust 
ment of resistance 37 is correct, this will be the 
same as before. If it reads more than before, 
this indicates that resistance-31 is of too high a 
value, and should be reduced; and vice-versa. 

It will be seen that when testing switch 39 is 
depressed, the treatment circuit is interrupted 
by the opening ofr“o-ut” contacts 39a, This pre 
vents a simultaneous-application of the testing 
and treatment currents, which might not only _ 
be injurious ‘to the patient but to the instrument 
as well. 7 ' 

As before described, it is necessary to press the - 
test switch 39 to charge the condenser 56 in order 
to make the timer operative. This thus insures 
that the test reading will be made before the 
treatment is given, and is a safety feature of the 
instrument. ' 

In the speci?cation, the principles of the in 
vention have been described as applied to a 
medical therapeutic device, and it has been es 
pecially used in the production of convulsive 
shock in the treatment of mental disorders. It 
has been particularly useful in this ?eld because 
of the very close control of the treatment cur 
rent which it provides. However, these princi 
ples can beapplied in other ?elds, and especially 
wherever it is necessary to set a current to the 
desired Value before the application of the full 
strength’ of current; ‘and 7 also wherever the 
electrical characteristics of ‘the medium through 
which the current isto .be applied‘approaches 
those described above as being the characteris 
tics of living tissue“, The invention is, therefore, 
not. limited to the particular uses and embodi 
ments described for the purpose of illustration, 
but is of broad scope as de?ned by the following 
claims. , 1 " ,, _ . , 

The term “circuit’fas used'herein is intended 

Treatment switch 39 is now_ 
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to denote a conductive part or a system of con 
ducting parts through which current is intended 
to flow. 

I claim: 
1. The method of preselecting the magnitude 

of a low frequency treatment current which 
comprises passing through a subject to be treat- ‘ 
ed a test current having a frequency of the order 
of 7000 cycles, measuring the effective imped 
ance of the subject to the test current and ad-' 
justing the test circuit and treatment circuit 
simultaneously and proportionately to a value of 
the test current having a predetermined rela 
tionship to the desired value of the treating 
current. 

2. The method of preselecting the magnitude 
of a low frequency treatment current which 
comprises passing through a subject to be treat 
ed a test current having a frequency not mate 
rially less than about 7000 cycles, measuring the 
effective impedance of the subject to the test 
current and adjusting the test circuit and treat 
ment circuit simultaneously and proportionately 
to a value of the test current having a prede 
termined relationship to the desired value of the 
treating current. ' 

3. In electrical treatment apparatus, a low 
frequency current source, current supply adjust 
ing means connected to said low frequency cur 
rent source, current applying electrodes, means 
including a current measuring device and a tim 
ing means connecting said current supply ad 
justing means to said electrodes, means con 
nected to said current supply adjusting means 
for converting the low frequency current to high 
frequency current, means including a second 
current measuring device for connecting said 
current converting means to said electrodes in 
dependently of the low frequency current con 
necting means, and variable impedance elements 
for calibrating said second‘ current measuring 
device in terms of the low frequency current in 
dication of said ?rst current measuring device. 

4. In an electrical treatment apparatus as de 
?ned in claim 3, means in one of said (low fre 
quency and high frequency) current connecting 
means for adjustment of the internal impedance 
of said low frequency and high frequency cur 
rent connecting means to the same value. 

5. In an electrical treatment apparatus as de 
?ned in claim 3, an impedance in said low fre 
quency current connecting means having a high 
er value than the value of the impedance of the 
subject under treatment, whereby the effect of 
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small changes in the resistance of the subject is 
decreased. 

6. In an electrical treatment apparatus as de 
?ned in claim 3, said means for converting the 
low frequency current to high frequency current 
including a vacuum tube oscillator circuit. 

7. In an electrical treatment apparatus as de 
?ned in claim 3, said second current measuring 
device including an impedance in said high fre 
quency current connecting means, an electron 
tube ampli?er for amplifying the voltage devel 
oped across said impedance, and means for 
measuring the intensity of said ampli?ed voltage. 
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